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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello…I am at the School of Computing and Communications at Lancaster University where I work with an interdisciplinary innovation team bringing together software and electronic engineers, interaction designers and social scientists. This presentation has been written in collaboration with Z.B. @ University of Szeged.



Presentation Map 

• Prelude {Health: Big Data & Small Sensors} 
• One Key Question {Innovation & Society} 
• Two Big Challenges {Complexity & Values} 
• Our Approach {Participatory & Agile} 
• Take Away Message {work with the ‘edge’}  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the past few years I have worked in several Digital Social Innovation projects, over the ten minutes I introduce  our work by focusing on:Prelude {Health: Big Data & Small Sensors}One Key Question {Innovation & Society}Two Big Challenges {Complexity & Values}Our Approach {Participatory & Agile}Take Away Message {work with the ‘edge’} 



HOW BIG DATA WILL 
TRANSFORM 
MEDICINE & HEALTH 

source: IEEE Spectrum, June 2015 
 



HOW BIG DATA WILL 
TRANSFORM 
MEDICINE & HEALTH 

“In ten years, you won’t even 
know you’re wearing them” 

source: www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/next/tech/wearable-health-sensors/ 
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Presentation Notes
A prototype of MC10's BioStamp



HOW BIG DATA WILL 
TRANSFORM 
MEDICINE & HEALTH 

“For a user, the network 
elements are invisible, as if 
obscured by a cloud” 

source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud_computing 
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Presentation Notes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud_computing



HOW BIG DATA WILL 
TRANSFORM 
MEDICINE & HEALTH 

“Fitbit for babies: watch 
Sproutling unveil its new 
wearable baby monitor” 

source: www.ibtimes.com/fitbit-babies-watch-sproutling-unveil-its-new-wearable-baby-
monitor-video-1695139 
 



           (H-IoT) 

Can technology help with ASD anxiety 
management? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clasp – partnership with Autism Initiatives & Lancashire Co.Co.,  builds on previous 7 month research partnership with the AI & LCC + Health Trust, & National Autistic Society aimed to understand and address anxiety in adults with High Functioning AutismKey research question: Can technology help with ASD anxiety management?



Why we avoided this 

Tech as Prosthetic 
Tech Solutionism 

“One fits all” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation will not focus much about ‘what’ we did, but ‘why’ we did it.To explore alternatives to:Tech as ProstheticTech Solutionism“One fits all”



& went from this… 
• Tactile component (material / bio and tech) 
• Personal Data 
• Network Platform 

‘CLASP’ 
Tactile Anxiety Management  

and Peer Support Network System 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tactile Anxiety Management and Peer Support Network SystemTwo words to say what it does



…to this 

‘SNAP’ 
Wearable personal sensing device 

Modular, Reflective, Intentive  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Snap is a wearable personal sensing device that is designed to capture both automated anxiety signals (e.g. physiological signals such as the Heart Rate) and actuated ones (e.g. a person active response to anxiety such as the squeezing of a stress ball, or pulling an elastic band). 



How? In the box 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ‘How’ we did it is in the box.{pass the box around the audience, invite to pick one object and start thinking what it may be and how was it used. Ask for the box to be returned empty – use obj as prompts for Q&A session}



Key Question 
(How) Can  

Digital Innovation  
help with Complex 

Societal Issues?  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How can DSI help with Complex Societal Issues?  DSI as research that aims to promote positive sustainable social change through digital interventions. 



Big Challenge 1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social problems are wicked, there is no a single solution and they are dynamic, an intervention changes the nature of the problem. Its like a very complex knot: when a thread is pulled another may tighten to form a knot somewhere else



Problem Solution 

The way 
we’d like 
them 
to be Big Challenge 1 

Computational thinking  <=> technology solutionism 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But the real challenge are not only complex problems themselves, it is the way we – often - approach a problem, by identifying a single point of entry a pulling out a solution.



Value: (£) 
quantifiable 

Our Approach… 
Systems thinking / Design Thinking 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our approach is to  look at different entry points with our partners. We are not looking for a single solution, we understand that our paths may also cross and end up in new knots, new problems.



…Deconstruct,  
Co-develop, Open up  



People, Projects,  
Partners 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And the big challenge comes from working in partnerships with ‘people’ and organisations, especially with the hard to reach and vulnerable part of the society to include the homeless, people with autism and rural communities. We need to act with responsibility and care. 



Value: (£) quantifiable 
Values: less so, still are the main drivers of 
our actions 

Big Challenge 2 

Value vs Values: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And the main challenge here is that people and organisations all come with a different set of beliefs, values and viewsAnd if money and ‘Value’ is easy to quantify, beliefs and values are more difficult to measure, yet they drive our day to day decisions…
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Our Approach 
Schwartz, S. H. (1992). Universals in the content and structure of values: Theoretical advances 
and empirical tests in 20 countries. Advances in experimental social psychology, 25(1), 1-65. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Researchers have identified a number of basic human values. Rather than occurring randomly, these values were found to be related to each other. Based on these patterns they were then classified into different groups. This map is a statistical representation (smallest space analysis) of Schwartz 10-value structure. I use this categorisation in my work, but more as a signpost not as a label.



AGILE 
PARTICIPATORY 
VALUES-SENSITIVE 
OPPORTUNISTIC  
UNDISCIPLINED 

Speedplay: 

ACTION! 
Ferrario, MA et al. Software engineering for 'social good': integrating  
action research,  participatory design, and agile development. NIER/ICSE2014. 

Formative 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But then you need to bring everything together in a framework that you can use to plan your work, communicate it and deliver itAnd I called this Social SE management framework, Speedplay (from the Swedish Fartlek a team-based running training method)(Agile )Speedplay is an Agile approach to problem exploration, where technologies are rapidly prototyped to address the problem from several angles(Participatory) In partnership with stakeholders and end usersIt is values-sensitive and Undisciplined with methods, different methods are used from qualitative ethnographic methods to physical prototyping are used.So, how this works in practice?



‘Snap, Sustainability 
Material / Production Processes {Modularity} 

Accessibility / Maintenance {Openness} 

Agency / Freedom {Transparency} 
 

CE 

PD/AR 

CA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three guiding points for tech sustainability that we are putting in practice, at least evaluation / reflection pointsCircular economyParticipatory Design / Action ResearchCapability approach



Take Away Msg 
Co-develop values-led technology, in 
partnership with the most vulnerable 
 
Make it functionally & aesthetically 
desirable, operationally sustainable and 
resource-aware. Accept that it may not 
fully resolved: prepare to hand it over 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1,2,3 order impact



www.myclasp.org  
 
 

MARIA ANGELA FERRARIO 
m.ferrario@lancaster.ac.uk 

@malangela 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
10 min



Additional 

 



6-month Roadmap (1 Feb- 1 Aug) 

1 Feb 15 1  Aug 

Deconstruct Co-develop 
• Data Aggregator 
• Tactile Device 
• Social Network Platform 

May 

data device network 

• CUG partnership 
• Build, Assemble, Manufacture,  
• Personalised Clasps 

21st  March 
Cam Sci Fest 
Tech Kitchen 

 

Summer  
Co-dev 

‘Closure’ 
 

7 May 
Fleetwood 

Tech Kitchen 
 

http://www.sciencefestival.cam.ac.uk/events/technology-kitchen
http://www.sciencefestival.cam.ac.uk/events/technology-kitchen


Method 
Findings 

Big Question… 
Is ‘this’  

Generalisable? 
{Impact,  

Approach 
Technology} 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
…How do you quantify benevolence?Nevertheless they drive our day to day decisionsMappin



IMPACT: Sustainable vs Generalisable 
• ‘Long’ and ‘wide’ effects of the intervention 
 

APPROACH: the Proof is in the Practice 
• Speedplay used in several DSI domains {short / 

complex / volatile /exploratory/ ‘risky’ projects} 
 

TECHNOLOGY: Scaling up 
• Beyond Autism Potentials 

Some Answers 
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